Abstract During extratropical transition (ET) of tropical cyclones (TC) reduced predictability for the midlatitude flow is often observed. In this study we assess the sensitivity of the midlatitude flow response to ET. To this end, a simple novel metric, the "equivalent forecast hour difference," is introduced and applied to experimental simulations for eight recent ET events, in which the TC has been removed or relocated. Early during ET, the midlatitude flow response is sensitive to ridgebuilding directly downstream of the transitioning TC. In cases with strong ridgebuilding and Rossby wave triggering, the sensitivity remains high. The midlatitude flow response is even more sensitive to error in the initial position of the TC. This study newly quantifies the high degree of sensitivity of the downstream midlatitude flow response to ET. It corroborates the need for correct tropical cyclogenesis and TC track forecasts for improving midlatitude numerical weather prediction during ET.
Introduction
A tropical cyclone (TC) that moves poleward often undergoes a complex interaction with the midlatitude flow that is referred to as extratropical transition (ET) [Jones et al., 2003] . The diabatically enhanced TC outflow may interact with the upper-level midlatitude flow, resulting in the formation of a jet streak and ridgebuilding directly downstream of the transitioning TC [Atallah and Bosart, 2003; Grams et al., 2013a; Archambault et al., 2013] . This perturbation of the midlatitude upper-level waveguide may continue downstream and trigger the formation or amplification of a Rossby wave train (RWT) [e.g., Harr and Dea, 2009; Agustí-Panareda et al., 2004; Riemer et al., 2008; Archambault et al., 2015; Quinting and Jones, 2015; Torn and Hakim, 2015] .
The track and intensity of the transitioning TC, and the downstream impact of ET, critically depend upon the relative position of the TC with respect to the midlatitude flow [Ritchie and Elsberry, 2007; Grams et al., 2013b; Riemer and Jones, 2014] . Therefore, small error in the TC track relative to midlatitude flow features can translate into error of the amplitude and phasing of a downstream RWT. This explains the reduced predictability in downstream regions often observed during ET Anwender et al., 2008; Aiyyer, 2015] . The reduction in predictability during ET is a major challenge in current operational numerical weather prediction (NWP). Recently, Keller et al. [2011] documented the variety of possible ET forecast scenarios in operational ensemble NWP models. On the other hand, Magnusson et al. [2014] showed that an accurate forecast of the track and environmental flow by the ECMWF IFS model during the ET of Hurricane Sandy (2012) led to a good forecast of Sandy's midlatitude impacts.
In this study, we assess the sensitivity of the midlatitude large-scale flow response to ET events. Numerical simulations are carried out demonstrating the sensitivity of the forecast to ET forecast error, such as a missed tropical cyclogenesis, track error, or a wrongly predicted decay of the TC for eight recent northern hemispheric ET cases, covering a typical spectrum of ET events (supporting information Texts S2 and S4).
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Figure 1. Geopotential height (1175, 1200, 1225 gpdm contours) at 200 hPa in the COSMO control (solid) and no-TC simulation (dashed), and difference control minus no-TC (shaded every 10 gpdm, 0 gpdm omitted) for Typhoon Choi-Wan at +36 h, +72 h, and +108 h. 0.25 ∘ grid spacing provides the initial and boundary conditions. The horizontal grid spacing of the COSMO simulations is 0.25 ∘ , and 80 vertical levels are used. The model domain spans an entire ocean basin (Table S1 ). The investigated cases are Western North Pacific Typhoons Jangmi (2008), Choi-Wan (2009 ), Lupit (2009 ), and Malakas (2010 and North Atlantic Hurricanes Hanna (2008), Irene (2011 ), Katia (2011 , and Sandy (2012) (see Texts S2, S4, and references therein). For each case, two simulations are performed. A hindcast serves as a control simulation, representing the actual ET. A simulation, initialized from a modified analysis in which the TC has been removed (no-TC) or relocated, serves as a sensitivity experiment. The TC removal or relocation is based on a potential vorticity surgery method that only alters the model balance in the region of the storm [Grams et al., 2013a] . The initialization times are the same for the control and sensitivity simulation (Table S1 ). Comparing the control against the sensitivity simulation allows us to quantify the impact of the TC. In this setup, we assume that the COSMO hindcasts correctly represent the evolution of the large-scale flow with and without the TC.
The time of TC removal or relocation and of COSMO initialization is based on two requirements (see Text S3): (1) the TC has to be removed prior to strong TC-midlatitude flow interaction [Archambault et al., 2013] and (2) the control hindcast needs to represent ET accurately.
The impact of ET on the excitation and amplification of the upper-level midlatitude flow is exemplarily illustrated for Typhoon Choi-Wan [cf. Keller et al., 2014] , with maps of jet-level geopotential height differences between the control and no-TC simulations. A discussion for all other ET cases is provided in the supporting information Text S4 and Figures S2-S9.
Around recurvature time (+36 h, Figure 1a ), the control simulation exhibits a slightly more amplified ridge north of Choi-Wan. After 36 h (+72 h, Figure 1b) , strong ridgebuilding directly downstream of the transitioning TC appears as a prominent positive geopotential height difference. Another 36 h later (+108 h, Figure 1c) , an upper-level RWT developed and propagated downstream, resulting in a prominent ridge-trough-ridge pattern over the central and eastern North Pacific. In the absence of Choi-Wan (no-TC, dashed), the flow is much less amplified. The physical and dynamical processes governing the interaction of a TC undergoing ET with the midlatitude flow have been explored in detail by various authors [e.g., Thorncroft and Jones, 2000; McTaggart-Cowan et al., 2001; Atallah and Bosart, 2003; Agustí-Panareda et al., 2004; Riemer et al., 2008; Grams et al., 2011 Grams et al., , 2013a Grams et al., , 2013b Archambault et al., 2015] .
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Measure for the Sensitivity of the Midlatitude Flow Response
The sensitivity of the midlatitude flow response is expressed in terms of the equivalent forecast hour difference (ΔeqFH). Let us assume that a perturbed forecast, testing the sensitivity of the midlatitude flow response to different initial conditions with respect to the TC, is always worse than a reference forecast and that we consider a skill score that is larger for better forecasts, e.g., the anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC). Then the skill score for the perturbed forecast decays to a certain value A = ACC PERT (t c ) at an earlier forecast hour t c than the reference forecast.
Here t c is the "current forecast hour" and t eq is the "equivalent forecast hour" when the skill score for the better reference forecast reaches the same threshold ΔeqFH is based on the uncentered ACC:
where f i is the value of a forecast variable at grid point i = [1, M] (M ∶ number of grid points), c i of a climatology, and a i of an analysis. For an ACC of 1.0 the forecast and the analysis are identical. Based on the early work of Hollingsworth et al. [1980] , today an empirical threshold of ACC = 0.6 is seen as the limit where a forecast still has some "synoptic skill for the largest scale weather patterns," while an ACC = 0.5 is regarded as not being better than a forecast based on climatology [cf. Persson, 2013, chapter A-2.6 ]. The ACC is more sensitive to the spatial patterns than to the absolute values.
In this study, ACC a f of 200hPa geopotential height is computed every 12 h (f : simulation, a: analysis). The level of 200 hPa is used as we are interested in the amplification of the tropopause-level waveguide. Similar results are found for other mid-or upper-tropospheric levels. For the analysis, we use the operational ECMWF analysis (a = ANA in equation (1)). ECMWF ERA-Interim [Dee et al., 2011] mean values for each calendar day at the respective synoptic hour are used as the climatology (c in equation (1)). For the forecasts, we use the COSMO simulations (f in equation (1); either control: f = CNTRL, no-TC: f = NOTC, or relocation: f = SCEN).
In addition, the mean ACCs of all deterministic ECMWF integrated forecast system (IFS) high-resolution forecasts (hres) in August, September, and October (with 00UTC and 12UTC initialization times) over the relevant ocean basin are needed. These mean ACCs, denoted ACC can be attributed to the reduction in ACC due to the modification of the initial conditions and due to the removal or relocation of the TC.
The calculation of ΔeqFH is illustrated in Figure 2 . As an example, the mean ACC ANA hres for all ocean basins is reduced by ΔACC = 0.2 at all forecast hours. For each equivalent forecast hour (t eq ) of the reference forecast we search for the current forecast hour t c at which [ACC (t eq ), t c < t eq ).
Due to the nonlinear temporal evolution of the ACC, ΔeqFH is a function of forecast hour. For constant ΔACC, ΔeqFH is usually higher for earlier forecast hours (see Figure 2) . As the hres reference data are in discrete 12-hourly time steps, we use the lower value of the codomain for t eq .
We compare ACC (Table S2 ). of individual ECMWF hres forecasts at similar initialization times shows that the hindcasts have at least as much skill as hres forecasts at that time (Text S1 and Figure S1 ). The accurate representation of the entire ET process by the control simulations has also been confirmed by a more thorough verification of the track, intensity, and midlatitude flow evolution [Grams, 2011; Blumer, 2013; Grams, 2013] .
Results
Impact of ET
In contrast, a marked drop of ACC ANA NOTC in the no-TC simulations, reaching an average of 0.84 by the 72 h forecast while typically an ACC ANA hres of 0.98 occurs at this forecast hour, reflects the response of the midlatitude flow to the presence of the transitioning TC (Figure 3b ). This initial decrease by ΔACC = 0.14 can be attributed to the direct impact of ET, manifested in downstream ridgebuilding and an acceleration of the midlatitude jet [cf. Grams et al., 2013a, Text S4] . The decrease of the ACC for Irene (orange) is outstanding due to very strong TC outflow-jet interaction and ridgebuilding (Table S1 and Figure S7 ). As the evolution of the ACC in the control simulations is similar to the evolution in the typical mean hres forecasts, ACC ANA hres − ΔACC is very close to ACC ANA NOTC (Figure 3c ). For all cases, ACC ANA hres − ΔACC drops during the first 72 h and reaches a mean value of about 0.84. In the hres model, the typical equivalent forecast hour for ACC ANA hres = 0.84 is 5.5 days (2008) to 6.5 days (2010). Thus, for the 72 h forecast a ΔeqFH of on average 2.5 days would occur in a forecast that misses the transitioning TC completely. This means that the skill of a 3.5 day forecast is on average reduced to the level of a typical 6 day forecast (0.84) when ET is missed completely by the forecast. A time series of ΔeqFH is shown in Figure 3d (cf. section 3).
After 72 h the average ΔeqFH peaks at about 2.5 days and ranges from 1.5 days to 4 days among the cases (Figure 3d ). Beyond 72 h ΔeqFH decreases but remains above 1 day on average. This decrease is partly due to the definition of ΔeqFH, but mainly because the direct impact of ET due to the outflow-jet interaction and the ridgebuilding becomes weaker. However, for the ET cases that exhibit a very strong TC outflow-jet interaction (Figure 3d ). Choi-Wan exhibits an increase in ΔeqFH for longer lead times, and for Lupit and Sandy ΔeqFH remains at about 1 day and 2 days, respectively (Figure 3d ). For all the other storms (Jangmi, Hanna, Irene, and Katia), ΔeqFH is below 1 day after 108 forecast hours (Figure 3d ). Despite their direct impacts on the midlatitude flow, these storms do not affect downstream regions ( Figures S2 and S6-S8 ). Both Hanna and Irene show a peak ΔeqFH of 4 days, which can be attributed to their intense direct impact on the midlatitude flow, associated with a strong initial ridgebuilding ( Figures S6 and S7 ).
In the cases investigated here, western North Pacific ET tends to exhibit high values of ΔeqFH for longer lead times (Choi-Wan, Lupit, Malakas, and relocation experiments discussed below) compared to North Atlantic ET (Hanna, Irene, and Katia; Figures S6-S8 ). This is consistent with the reported more pronounced downstream impact of western North Pacific ET compared to North Atlantic ET in climatological studies, e.g., Quinting and Jones [2015] and Torn and Hakim [2015] .
Impact of the Relative Position
Applying the same diagnostic to sensitivity experiments in which the transitioning TC has been relocated allows us to quantify the impact of the relative position between the TC and midlatitude flow features on the downstream midlatitude flow response. We use the experiments of Grams et al. [2013b] in which Typhoon Jangmi (2008) has been relocated in the zonal direction in 1.25 ∘ increments from −2.50 ∘ to 5.00 ∘ , and in the meridional direction in 2.50 ∘ increments from 0.00 ∘ to 5.00 ∘ at initialization time. The experiments are labeled by the cardinal direction and number of 1.25 ∘ increments of the relocation; e.g., in E4N2 Jangmi is relocated by 5 ∘ to the east and 2.5 ∘ to the north.
These experiments reveal two groups of scenarios: strong ET with reintensification of Jangmi, resulting in strong amplification of the downstream flow (E4N0, E4N2, E4N4, E0N2, and E3N0) and weak ET with decay of Jangmi accompanied by a broad ridge over the central Pacific (E2N0,E1N0,W2N0,and CNTRL) [cf. Grams et al., 2013b] . In the strong ET scenarios, ΔeqFH is much more pronounced than in the TC removal cases presented earlier (solid lines, Figure 4 ). The ACC of scenarios with respect to the ECMWF analysis (ACC ANA SCEN , Figure 4a ) drops sharply during the first 72 h for the strongest ET scenarios (E4N4, E4N2, and E0N2), and much faster compared to the no-TC scenario (grey dashed). This reflects the very pronounced ridgebuilding and amplification of a RWT downstream due to Jangmi reintensifying in these scenarios (not shown). In contrast, the decrease of ACC ANA SCEN is much smaller for the weak ET scenarios (dashed lines, Figure 4a ) and similar to the control simulation (light blue).
The decay scenarios E1N0, E2N0, and W2N0 (dashed lines in orange, green, and purple) exhibit a weak ET that is comparable to the control simulation; therefore, ΔeqFH is comparably small (Figure 4b ). Although Jangmi is decaying in scenario E2N0 (green, dashed), ΔeqFH reaches about 1 day at the 60 h forecast. If the storm is relocated by another 1.25 ∘ (≈ 128 km) farther to the East, which is in the range of typical 2 day TC track error [Lang et al., 2012] , Jangmi reintensifies and ΔeqFH increases to 2 days (E3N0, light green).
All strong ET scenarios (solid lines; Figure 4a ) depict an ACC ANA SCEN that is below the no-TC scenario (gray, dashed), and well below the typical ACC ANA hres of the IFS hres model (gray thin solid). Consequently, ΔeqFH (Figure 4b ) exhibits a strong increase during the first 72 h for all strong ET scenarios (solid). On average ΔeqFH peaks above 2.5 days for a 72 h forecast, and the strong ET scenarios primarily contribute to this peak. However, the differences between the two groups of scenarios (strong and weak ET) result in a much higher variability among the scenarios than among different no-TC experiments (section 4.1 and cf. Figures 3b and 3d) . For scenarios E4N4, E4N2, ΔeqFH peaks at more than 5.5 days at 72 h. Thus, a 3 day forecast exhibiting this scenario would have a skill equal to a typical 8.5 day forecast. This strong sensitivity of the midlatitude flow response indicates that there is practically no forecast skill if the storm is predicted too far to the northeast, in this case. As in the no-TC experiments, average ΔeqFH decreases after 72 h and remains on average above 1 day. However, the average decrease occurs less abruptly and most of the strong ET scenarios exhibit a significant ΔeqFH for a 120 h forecast, in particular those scenarios with a very strong impact on the downstream flow (E4N2 and E4N0). In essence, the relocation experiments show that the midlatitude flow response is highly sensitive to the relative position of the TC and midlatitude flow features. This sensitivity may result in a significant loss of predictability due to a wrongly forecasted track of the transitioning TC.
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Discussion
The eight investigated recent western North Pacific and North Atlantic events cover the typical range of ET scenarios in these ocean basins. Although the ET scenarios show different characteristics (Text S4), forecast skill for all cases is strongly reduced compared to a typical forecast when ET is missed. This is indicated by the very high values of ΔeqFH during the early stage of ET and enduring high values later, thus pointing to a general sensitivity of the midlatitude flow to ET. Given our limited sample size of eight cases, a climatological study would be the next step to corroborate this finding. The initialization and TC removal time of the simulations are objectively determined such that the TC has not yet interacted with midlatitude flow features (Texts S2 and S3). Still, future work will require a more systematic investigation of the impact of different TC removal and initialization times.
It may seem unlikely that a major TC undergoing ET is completely missing from the initial condition. However, tropical cyclogenesis is still not well understood and associated with large forecast errors [e.g., Penny et al., 2015] . Hence, if a tropical cyclogenesis is missed in the forecast, and the system undergoes ET within the forecast range of 10 to 15 days, our results suggested that this can have a strong detrimental impact on the (extended) medium-range forecast skill in the midlatitudes. Malakas (2010) and Choi-Wan (2009) are examples for such fast tropical life cycles, as both storms underwent ET within 7 days after tropical cyclogenesis.
The relocation experiments for Typhoon Jangmi demonstrate that the midlatitude flow response can be even more sensitive to a wrongly located TC, which is partly due to the double-penalty effect of the ACC for predicting a wrongly amplified RWT at the wrong location (out of phase). Error in TC track forecast, in the range of the relocation increments used, is still present in current NWP [Lang et al., 2012] . The relocation experiments mimic error in the relative position of the transitioning TC and midlatitude flow features [Grams et al., 2013b] and hence account for error associated with the TC and/or the large-scale midlatitude flow. The sharp drop in ACC for the strong ET scenarios reflects nonlinear error growth with the Rossby wave mechanism [cf. Davies and Didone, 2013] .
Recently, Aiyyer [2015] pointed to the systematic increase of ensemble spread during ET. He attributed a first increase to TC recurvature, which is similar to the early increase in ΔeqFH that we attribute to the initial ridgebuilding downstream of ET after recurvature. Subsequently, ΔeqFH remains at high values for some of our cases due to midlatitude flow perturbation; likewise, Aiyyer [2015] reported a second increase in ensemble spread several days after ET. The sensitivity found with our experiments underpins the high potential of a wrongly predicted phasing of the TC with the midlatitude flow for degrading midlatitude forecast skill. Future work will explore the physical processes governing this increased forecast uncertainty in a more climatological way using reanalysis and reforecast data.
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Conclusions
In this study we assess the sensitivity of the midlatitude flow response to ET, as depicted by the equivalent forecast hour difference (ΔeqFH), derived from the ACC for 200 hPa geopotential height. This metric reflects the temporal reduction of the forecast range at which a certain threshold of the ACC would be reached in a typical forecast. If the ET was missed completely by the model, a ΔeqFH of on average 2.5 days would occur during the first 3 days of the simulation. In ET cases that exhibit a strong outflow-jet interaction and initial ridgebuilding, and for which the midlatitude flow is sensitive for the triggering of Rossby waves, ΔeqFH remains at a level of on average 1 day during the following forecast period. We conclude that early during ET the midlatitude flow response is highly sensitive to the direct interaction of the TC with the midlatitude flow. This sensitivity of the midlatitude flow response potentially results in a first significant loss of predictive skill for the midlatitudes. A dynamical interpretation of this behavior (see Text S4) is that in the control simulations, the direct interaction leads to an acceleration of the midlatitude jet and to initial ridgebuilding directly downstream of the transitioning TC, which is missing in the no-TC scenarios [Grams et al., 2013a] . Archambault et al. [2013 Archambault et al. [ , 2015 demonstrated that for ET with weak TC-midlatitude flow interaction also the ridgebuilding and jet acceleration directly downstream of ET is weaker. Thus, differences in the amplitude of ΔeqFH in the first half of the forecast period may be attributed to the different strength of the TC-midlatitude flow interaction. The sensitivity of the midlatitude flow response further increases or remains at a high level in the scenarios in which the downstream upper-level waveguide was strongly modified by the TC, mirroring a general sensitivity of the upper-level midlatitude waveguide to perturbations. In the other scenarios, ΔeqFH at later times is lower. Applying the same diagnostic to simulations in which Typhoon Jangmi has been relocated at the initialization time reveals an even stronger sensitivity of the midlatitude flow response to ET if the TC was simulated at a wrong position, so that a strong reintensification of the transitioning TC and amplification of the upper-level waveguide would occur. Due to a wrong amplitude and phase of a resulting RWT, ΔeqFH can reach more than 5 days after only 72 forecast hours, in these scenarios. Hence, a potential forecast exhibiting such a scenario would practically have no skill.
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